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Introduction to the problem . For the purposes of
this study one fact regarding the form of government in the
United States must be retained. It matters not here that
it is regarded as a constitutional government or a federal
government; the designation to which this study relates is
its republican character, for truly it was intended as a
republic (or representative type of government), has been
a republic, and is now a republic which, parenthetically,
is a state in which the sovereign power resides in a certain
body of the people (the electorate), and is exercised by
representatives elected by, snd responsible to, them. This
designation is applicable not alone to our national govern-
ment but to the several states and to our local governments
as well. The laws, statutes, and ordinances governing our
conduct emanate from various groups consisting of repre-
sentatives of the electorate, whether they sit as a body
in our national capital or hold forth in their local
community. This being true, these question arise; To
what extent do these representatives represent the eligible
voters of the country, state and community? Are they
chosen by a majority of all the eligible voters in their
respective districts, precincts or wards? Are the
*ic 2 i-3 ckr,'ijL'’c 3 fiJ^ . TtdXcfo*xcr 3£tiL no-t J~ o>jLq'XjriT
OfU r.x rn- :r: x9''vc^ lo n.-. o! arlJ- ^'lib'xaa^ * \.5uJ- -5 aini
Sms '.:,xori J'on ‘a'-5^xJ'5i3 J"! .jbofijiaJ’^'X' ao osJ’inU
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o a.o babr3j-r;i. 3aS'; ji 'xo'i xyXQj.'Xii'.ro rt: DxlJuqoi sJ-i:
naocf 3i.u: t (^n^-xm*3V03 It ckvJ- tnoap'Tc.'i -xo) ollauq^'i
t'^Ix^oiJ-^^a'.j-no'xsc j 'foxxlw oilduca*! s
' /von ai tru
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2presidential electors or the governors of the states chosen
by a majority of all those eligible to vote for them? Such
questions as these prompted this study.
Statement of the problem . Briefly, the questions
posed here are; How many eligible voters registered and
took advantage of x.heir franchise in this and that primary
and election in tn±s, that, or the other community? Wliat
are schools doing to promote political interest? Can the
schools aid in "getting out the vote"? These questions
seem important when \!e consider previous studies of non-
voting and tile apparent lack of interest in things political
in the United States.
The need for this study . The trend toward the
failure of many to accept the obligations of their citizen
status began shortly after the beginning of the Twentieth
Century. In general elections eighty percent of the
qualified voters voted in 1900, seventy-one percent voted
in 1908, fifty-three percent went to the polls in 1920.
Thereafter increases became evident and the figures for
1928 and throughout the depression were slightly higher,
but the figure for 1900 remains the highest by far,^
^Charles Edward Merriara, Report of the President* s
Research Committee on Social Trends (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., lOSFy
,
II, 1507.
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3By way of contrast:
The study of the official returns in Great Britain
France, Germany, Be^ium and Sv/itzerland since 1919
shov;s that the par-ticipation in national elections
has not fallen below 70 percent of the eligibles in
any one of tnese countries. The highest polls have
been over 76 percent of the registered voters in all
these countries.^
>
Since 1900 the vote for president in the United States has
never reached 70 percent of the qualified voters.*^ Many
reasons have been advanced to account for this back- sliding
of the American electorate. Harold Foote Gosnell attributes
it to complacency on the part of some and a feeling of
futility on the part of others. He says;
V/ith the exception of the eight-year period of
Democratic control that resulted from divided Republican
counsels, an overwhelming majority of the voters in the
most populous sections of the United States have en-
dorsed Republican candidates and Republican policies
ever since 1896.
An analysis or xhe presidential elections of 1920 and
1924 shoves that in those states where the party majoritie.s
are the Ingest xhe number of non-voters is the
greatest."*
Thus, many oi ohose who stayed away were either
complacent Republicans or Democrats who felt it futile to
go to the polls.
Bcharles Edward Merriam and Harold Foote Gosnell, The





^Harold Foote Gosnell, "The Voter Resigns," The New
Republic < XLIV (Oct. 21, 1925), 224-225.
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4A stronger indication of his contention follov/s:
The Democratic voters in the cotton belt are more
completely resigned to their fate than are the Republican
voters of the coal and oil regions. In South Carolina,
98% of the citizens that came to the polls in 1984 were
Democrat and 94% of the eligible voters stayed at home
on the November election day.^
This leads to nis conclusion that there exists a
feeling of futilixy on the part of the Democrat in a
Republican state and complacency on the part of the
Republican whose candidates were certain to win office.
Hence, increasingly lewer people voted.
It may be poiuied out that, after all, this opinion
was set down in 1»85 and covered only the period from 1900
until then and thax ii seems to be merely an opinion rather
than the reports oi a study. True, but it indisputably
indicates that vote slacking prevailed on a country-wide
scale, and it will uecome apparent to the reader that Hr.
Gosnell was not uxiaw^are of various other reasons for the
failure of individuals to vote.
In 192o Mr. Gosnell and Charles E. Merriam con-
ducted a survey in iwelve voting districts in the City of
Chicago to determixAt= the reasons for non-voting in a city
election. They were interested particularly in those
^Harold Foote Gosnell, loc . cit .
^Charles Edv/ard Merriam and Harold Foote Gosnell,
Non-Voting
.
Causes and Methods of Control (Chicago: Univ-
ersity of Chicago Press, 19'2^ pp. 250-258.
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5individuals who did not vote even though they were eligible.
They solicited the opinion of what they considered to be
300 experts, such as party workers, city officials, ward
bosses, etc. They also interviev/ed some 5,000 non-voters
asking questions relative to ”age, sex, color, country
of birth, nationality, economic status, occupation, length
of residence at address and in state and voting exper-
lence.”' They ascertained each non-voter’s reason for not
going to the polls. Regarding this they found several
outstanding reasons as shown in the accompanying table;
TABLE
Reasons for Not Voting Number Percent Distribution
Physical Difficulties 1,351 25.4
Legal and Administrative
obstacles 666 12.6
Disbelief in voting 468 8.8
Disgust with politics 476 8.9
General indifference 2,349 44.3
Total 5,310 100.
NOTE; The authors believed that general indifference was
either directly responsible or closely tied up wit]





^Charles E. Merriam as abridged by Albert G. Reilly
in "Are High School Seniors Interested in Things_Political ,
"
unpublished thesis, Boston University School of jiducation,
Boston, 1936, p. 32.
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6A somewhat different study was done in 1925 in
9
Delaware, Ohio. ”The chief aim (of the Chicago study—JLD)
was to discover why the non-voters absented themselves from
the polling booth. In Ameson's study, however, data
were "...gathered on all persons entitled to vote— to dis-
cover the variations in the percentage of non-voting
according to age, race, sex, occupation, education,
religion, etc.
The study revealed that interest in suffrage seemed
to increase with age, the records of people in the age
decade twenty to thirty being lowest and those in the
fifty to sixty bracket being highest. It also revealed
the better the neighborhood, the better the showing. As
education increased, so did voting. Those engaged in
public service exceeded others, executives and the pro-
fessions followed closely with tiie housewives falling in
a poor last place.
The most unsatisfactory voting records v^fere found
among (1) women (2) colored persons (3) voters under
thirty (4) voters past 70 (5) roomers and boarders
(6) residents of the poorer districts (7) those living
in rented homes (S) those with little or no education
(9) those with no church affiliation (10) persons who
had come to city recently (11) certain occupations.^^
^Ben A. Arneson, "Non-Voting in a Typical Ohio Com-
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7This raises the question: Do these studies implicate
the schools?
On the one hand the Delaware survey indicated that
the schools are influencing the number of people who vote
to the extent that those vvho attend school longest vote
most, but it is evident that this is more a by-product of
education than a direct objective. On the other hand it
is the intent of this study to show that the schools
should and could develop a program intended to lead to
greater political interest, the purgative for ''general
indifference".
It has been said that interest leads to knowledge
and knowledge is a factor of intelligence. This thought
must have been in the minds cf those who in the last ten
years have made an effort to determine what the schools
are doing to develop an interest in politics.
In 1933 a fact-finding survey of seniors in Nev/
England high schools was conducted to discover the knowledges
which these high school seniors had or had not about their
political, social and economic environment.^^ It revealed
that they were "...unacquainted with matters political,
social and economic. Another study reported in
ISGeorge K. Makechnie, a report of findings from
"The New England Test," (Boston; Boston University School
of Education, 1933). 3 pp.
l^^Ibid.
, 3 pp.
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Educational Method-^ in 1937 disclosed that seniors in
five New England high schools were not interested in
"things political". This study not only reported the
results of a test calculated to detennine such interest,
hut went further in that a control group was set up to
show that political interest can he developed in the
classroom. This control group consisted of two classes
in a junior high school in which the teacher, with
political interest as an objective and using teaching
materials such as newspapers, magazines and the radio,
did develop this interest. This was evidenced hy the
fact that these fourteen-year-old pupils, taking the
same test given to the seniors in high school definitely
showed that they were interested in things political.
Whereas the high school pupils obtained a median score
of only 46, the junior high school pupils obtained a
median score of 63 or seventeen points higher. Further-
more the middle fifty percent of their scores was grouped
between 35.91 and 49.14 while that of the high school
students fell between 21.92 and 37.90. "Thus, it is
evident that the lowest scores of the middle 50 percent
of the junior group began very near the upper limit of
15Albert G. Reilly, "Let’s Make Citizenship Training
Practical," Educational Method s XVII (Dec. 1937), 99-106.
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9the middle 50 percent of the senior scores. Concluding,
the author states "...the test results seem to indicate
that such interest (in things political—JLD) can be de-
veloped if school authorities see fit to make definite
provisions for its development.
Regarding the creation of political interest in
the classroom and in reference to the junior high school
teacher's method of doing just this, it is deemed pertinent
at this point to refer to Professor John J. Mahoney's book
on civic education. For Us The Living . In it, as a
result of extensive study on the subject, he has set forth
the following "things to do" in order to establish "a
keen interest in things political."
1. To develop the habit of following "politics"
in the newspapers.
2. To develop the habit of reading the weekly and
monthly periodicals in order to get the political
views of government oiiicials, political experts, and
outstanding men of affairs.
3. To direct the attention of the student, more
particularly, zo those writers in both the daily press
and the periodicals who know hov; to present both facts
and opinions in a colorful way.
l^Albert G. Reilly, "Are High School Seniors Inter-
ested in Things Political," (Unpublished Master's thesis,
Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1936), p. 97.




ISjohn J. Mahoney, For Us The Living, (Harper &
Brothers, 1945). 344 pp.
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4. To direct the attention of the secondary school
student, again more particularly, to those writers who
give us intimate sketches of political office holders,
both the known and the unknown.
5. To encourage the student to become acquainted
with certain books such as appear from time to time,
dealing with political happenings.
6. To reveal to the student that anyone who follows
politics, as reported, will land, every once in a
while, on a choice bit of humor.
7. To encourage the student to take advantage of
every opportunity to listen to political discussions
as these are presented over the air and in public
meetings and forums.
8. To acquaint the student with the significance
of, and the worKings of, certain governmental plans
and devices, the use of which serves to increase the
influence and the pov/er of the individual voter.
(Proportional representation, initiative, referendum
and recalls, etc.).
9. To conduct the plan of “pupil participation"
in a way that will cause as many students as possible
to become interested in things political.
Relative to unis last "thing to do", a case in
point and incidentally an object lesson for education as
an American institution, the following seems to show the
need for the school's development of political interest
in an effort to encourage qualified voters to use their
franchise;
Some time ago an intelligent school principal spent
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11
so that they could become able willingly and intelli-
gently to share in the direction of their own conduct.
The school became noted as an exemplification of
democracy. But the experiment failed, for the simple
reason that the principal did not realize the necessity
of continuing the education with incoming classes. At
first they v^ere easily assimilated and learned some-
thing of how they should behave; but eventually the
numbers of those who did not accept the responsibility
because they did not understand the underlying ideals
and principles became the majority and necessitated
the school's return to measures of repression and of
arbitrary control.
Restatement oi rhe problem in the light of previous
research . Of the loregoing studies one has indicated
numerous reasons for non-voting, or vote slacking, the
outstanding one being the non-voterb general indifference
toward his civic duty of going to the polls. Another shows
that in one town at least, a person's likelihood of voting
regularly increases with his age, the more education a
person acquires the more he is inclined to take advantage
of his franchise, tnose economically secure voted more
often than those who w'ere not, public servants voted more
regularly than any ouner occupational group and housewives
manifest the poorest voting record of all. It was also
found in the review oi these studies that high school
seniors lacked both Knowledge and interest in things
political and that interest in such things can be created
,
SOThomas H. Briggs, "The Ramparts We Defend,” School
and Society
.
LII (Sept. 1940), p. 150.
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not alone in high school but even among fourteen-year-older
s
in the junior high.
Wliat do these studies indicate? They would seem
to shovj that vliat was done in the junior high school classes
noted and what Professor Mahoney contends can and should
be done, is entirely feasible. Arousing interest would
go a long way tov/ard eradicating what would appear to be
the outstanding w-eakness in our government. Considering
these various findings it might be well to prepare a brief
for the creation of political interest in the secondary
school.
It is obvious that deep, abiding interest in
politics would bring to the polls those who do not vote
because they are indifferent toward political action.
Since it is an accepted fact that people generally ac-
quire wisdom wdth the passing of the years and since
wisdom intimates the previous acquisition of interest,
then it should follow that older people vote more regu-
larly than younger ones because they have acquired the
interest necessary to good suffrage habits. Likewise,
of those more conscientious, economically secure and
better educated voters, it v/ould seem probable that
I intelligence and hence interest must have been responsible.
The public servants' good voting record suggests that
31
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since their very livelihood Vvas involved in the administra-
tion of the municipal, state and federal government they
were naturally interested in the elections. The house-
v^ife’s apparent reluctance to go to the polls does not
seem to imply anything relative to our case for interest,
but it certainly points up fertile field for its creation.
If, in the high school those housewives had been embued
with a thirst for knowledge of the politics which so
affect their pocketbooks as taxpayers, shoppers and
consumers, they would have become, and may still, the
"good influence" which their suffragette forbears once
predicted they v/ould become.
This study then v/ill be a survey of election data
of five communities covering a period of five years, from
1941 through 1945. It will endeavor to show prevalence
of vote slacking in triese communities, with information
of an economic, social and educational character being
included to afford comparisons of the communities in the
light of the analysis of election data. It will differ
from previous studies of vote slacking in that it will
cover a period of years, include municipal, state and
federal elections, primary elections and registration
of voters. The motivating factor behind this survey is
simply to determine the prevalence of vote slacking,
when it occurs most frequently and in what particulars
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cxix'. a'xaqqoifa ^z'lex^qyiBd sj^ e^oecfJ's^tDoq iX9r"X
9^fJ tXXxJ'a v^m X>xts (Sir.ojscf avi.-^ bluo.i XBdd ^a^eax/ancD •
9DriC a-xs9d’'ic;l J-Xiiis T;id4lX rioxtr,v "aonsL'I^nl boo^'*
^
'
,93ioD9d Muov.’ A^9rfX fjsdoxbs^q
Bdub iToidosIs 10 X'dy'lua & 9<S IXxv; neiid xtudd o'iriT
tiiO'xx ^vxX 'io BoxTisq b ^x'levoo asxdxnuninico 9VxX do
aofiolay^'iq woiia cj rqvssbn© IXxw j-I .c^tX ri^iJO'xdd I^^CX
noiJ-^xmo'inx ndx.; ^aGljxnunicioo sasiL" nx gnxjioala sdcv dc
^txsd 'xadoxsiijiio XsiXoxdsoJJbe ong. Xsxooa {Oimoncoe na 'ic
arid nx asxJ’xfiijairDco c/ii *i& ancaxxnqmoo b'lo'x^ oX bsfculonx
‘X9*'iib IXxvj< XI .aXab noxXoaXa axaylann arid lo Xd^^xX
iXx^ Xx XnxiX nx /^nxdoaXa sXcv do aainnXa auoiva'iq xnonl
bna 9J-iXa {Xaqxoxn-^in sJbLrioxrx tS*U39\, lo box'iqq n nsvoo
nciXcxXaxsa'X Xfo. axicxXoals y'lnxix'ic ,onoxXo9l& ' Is'xsbs'l
ax
-^s’/^iija axdX biiid^d 'icdos't ^niXavxXom sriT .a'-isXov Xo
,
t^XdoaXa 9'Xov Xc sbnaXsvs'^.q sdX snxorxsXsjb oX '^Iqcia






it seems most evident. It is hoped tnat tne analysis of
these data will contribute to a similar survey, which
will in turn show the need and point the way for revision
of social studies curricula to include political interest
as an aim in developing "better civic behaviors".
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CHAPTER II
I^THOD, TECHiaQUE, SCOPE Ai<iD LILilTATIOHS OF THIS STUDY
Iviethods and technique used to optain data . In order
to record evidences of vote slacking in five communities
which will henceforth be referred to as BL, BR
,
M, Q, and
P, letters were sent to the respective city and town
clerks requesting specific data regarding their elections,
primary elections and registration. These letters were
supplemented, wHen it v'as necessary, with interview's
wdth these officers. Examination of city and town reports
and state public documents^^ were also made. The follow-
ing political data were obtained in the above manner:
Highest percent of population registered.
Average percent of population registered.
Number of registered voters.
Lowest percent of population registered.
Election figures 1940-1945 (city elections).
Primary figures 1940-1945 (city).
Election figures 1940-1945 (state and federal
elections)
.
Percent of eligible voters registered.
Percent of registered voters voting in all
elections.
Percent of i-egistered voters voting in all primaries
(city)
.
Average percent of registered voters voting in all
primaries (city).
Highest percentage of population voting.
Average percentage registered voters voting.
Low’est percentage of population voting.
^
S
election Statistic s i 1940 < 1942, 1944 ( Public
Document 43). (Compiled in the office of Frederic W. Cook,
Secretary of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts).
II
II .-ISVSLAKO
YCTJTo oiET ZO ^7nCIT;VUriXa dy'A ilCOa
^ X -» rLUV.
|l
-,i
Tdjjj'xo ffl ' na^.yd'o- oj .oaa u Xii.s e bc irj'o:.!
eslJ'i.iXXjnirjcD 3 yj;’l nl 'v^ijiosXa jXi^v *Io aaonaXivo 5'ioo?'i cX
£)xio
t £H tJ6[ 3B oJ- 'ba'i lexsT 9cf ^^J-*iol:9on-9rf IIJ^ v* ifoxrl.v
£WOJ- b£L3 9VXCtG9q39'I Sflt OX jlT93 Sla v aVTjXXal t ':
t3noi^o9l9 T:i9riJ- ^nxb-xB^o'i BJnb oxlloaqa ^xj-39JJp9-i a^rESIo
919*- 3T;yXX9l 939xrr . Hox.tB'iXa las'i' 5fis 2 i:ox J-osIs ' ^ilBJl’X-xq
3.79iv‘Taj ni fLriw {\^Ba3eoan saw nariiv tbsXnaiaalqqxis
at'iot.p-x xRvoX bn.3 lo noxJ-orriniBx
-I :a'i90il‘lo 939xlJ- nXx'v
f)
-:voIIo^ 9riT , 9 b£5 iti oalB 9'iav; ^^aXnarrxjoob oilcTuq b&^3'q b02
i
I
;x9fiiiBxu 3VociB arXt nx bsnxBJ-d’o S'la.-; bXbx) Ix.oxXiloq
j,j
! .baxaxoi^a'x a^xJBlijqoq Ic JT[90‘‘iaq\t39rf-gxH
.ca'isXalga'X noxJ-Blucoq lo Xxiao^gq 9aB'i9vA
.3'XSj‘bV b9*19o3XB9'I 1o 'I9CfX'lL"K
,59'i3jaxg9'i noxXBluqoq lo Xnoo'isq Xssv/cJ
, (snc xX'oala vj-io) 3j>QI-0i*C'I eaaxfgxl aoxJosXX
.(\;Xxd) SiK^X-Ci^GX as'ixrgi'l v-xcrjiiq
lB*i3b9 i bus sJ-BJ-a) bi^ex-Ci^ex aaiUaXl noiJ-x-aXa
, (axrox fooXs
.09*190 3 x 39*1 a’xaJ-ov aidXgXXa lo J-nao-isq
, XXb nx gnxXov an'sXov b^'isJ-axgan ho J-naoTiaq
.ancXXoala
39 X'ijsruX'iq XJxi ^ni gnxJ-ov anaJ-ov bs’igJ-axga-i Xo J-naoTcsq
• (Y'Xxo)
XXs nx gxuXcv ai9.tov b^n-Soaxga'i 'lo Xnaonaq
.(^^Xxo) aaliBiiuiiq
.gnxjov ncxXsXijqoq 1 c 93*30 naonaq XaarfgxT,'
.gnxiov a'lalov banoJ3Xgac[ sgsinaonaq 930 *13vA








t p^CX 1 39X13 xlBig fjQxIoeiaSS
Ic aox :1o ar^i nx baXxqiLC D} . (S / ' Xns innooG
xfffoaaas i I 0 fflXnsv/ncfiiinoO arfl ‘ro ^nsIsnoaS
i
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Average lov»’est percentage of population voting
municipal elections.
Average lowest percentage of population voting
state elections.
Average percentage of population voting presidential
election.
Statistics on presidential primaries in Massachu-
setts.
Votes cast in each city and town in state elections
for 1940, 1942, and 1944.
Percentag'e of eligible voters voting in each city
and town in state elections for 1940, 1942 and 1944.
Percentage oi registered voters voting in each city
and town in state elections for 1940, 1942 and 1944.
Data having a direct bearing on particular elections.
To establish a reasonable degree of comparison be-
tween these communities, social, education, economic, and
fiscal data were sought. Tv;o reports of municipal sur-
veys were used in unrs connection; one. Experiments in
Methods of Municipal Analysis the other. New England
Community Statistical Abstracts . The following informa-
tion was taken from these two works:
Population figures.
Percent of loreign born in each city.
Number of eligible voters.
Educational statistics of all the people 25 years
of age or over in each city.
Percentage of above groups having had no schooling.
Percentage of above groups having had twelve years
of schooling.
Percentage of above groups having had college
education.
Per capita cost of education in each city.
Percent of cost of education compared to other
departments of government.
orris B. Lambie, Experiments in Methods of Munici-
pal Analysis . Bureau of Research in Municipal Government,
Harvard Graduate School of Public Administration, Dec. 1941.
24Ralph G. Wells and John S. Perkins, New England
Community Statistical Abstracts. Boston University College
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Per pupil expenditure for education.
Index fig-ures on rating of the four Massachusetts
municipalities in the three items above compared to
others in the State.
Number of blanks cast in contests for school com-
mittee membership.
Assessed valuation per capita in each.
Tax rate, assessed valuation and direct tax paid
to state
.
Number of v»age earners.
Comparison of each by interdecile class ratings
Viith all Massachusetts cities and towns, with regar-d
to type, uncollected taxes, welfar-e and three above
items.
Scope and limitations of the survey . This in-
vestigation, in so far as it will indicate anything, will
reflect only on the communities in which it is made. How-
ever, it would be more than mere coincidence if these com-
munities did not more or less typify other municipalities
in this area. The selection of these communities v/as not
intended as a cross section or a sampling of a district
although certain facts were considered in choosing them.
They are of the same approximate size, two are somewhat
industrial, two are primarily residential and one is both,
being a small metropolis.
No effort has been made to determine definitely
how many eligible voters failed to vote in any primary or
election since, in phe first place, it would serve no
great purpose here and because it is a most difficult
task in an off-census year and probably could not be done
singly in any case. The eligible voters in any community
. CIO X JiDB ‘io'l J i:6n-^(^xc l-i:c[uq 'is'?
aJJd3 JjiIo,iiasw 'luci' sil/ lo xto j.d'iicgll: xebctl
oJ" iij'iDCpnoo avccl^ aa'ifiJ’ sxU nx cisi.J’IX.^qiainuin
. e.fsSs^ o iiJ- cl s'laHj’O
-raoo locfioa xol aJ'fisX’noo ni e:ifLsicl io *i-^cf£Cii'/i
.
,qxna lacfnisfir- 9£)J‘<Jxin
.flD^9 iii: atiqfio usq, nciJ‘;-iUi^v beaswii^A




3li:;9jyx3J‘"i \d aoao Io ' noax'-isq.^oD
biis^a'i c^cm aox- ij itJ'xv/
5».vdg's '‘39‘ijI:^ S'ls'ilsv/ tssxsj' baJoaiioonxf oJ
~rrx axf£T . •‘.'^v^iua aiii Ic izii^ ocsi ocooX
iii/r <^riixit\.ri3 sJ'iaOxbni Hi.'/ J-x as To*! 03 nx tiicxJoiiXCl-2 3v
“Y7oH . 9X)sm ai XI rioxrfw ni asl^xciomioo 00 ^^Ino roal'iaT
-nioo 939iil IX 9O09bxo0xoo 9"i9m csrio anciii 9Cf blnov/ XI (isva/'I,
asxI'xIsqxDxnsm nsrfXo T^^xqi^j 339! no 9ncm I'cn bib. asil-inum
J*cn astv a9xXxnun*n:oo saaiiJ' io aoiXooXda e/fl' .sans aiiii nx
}
XoxTjaib s ‘xo jinilqmsa s no scii’Dae aaono s as bsbnaini
I
.
.msnj ^xacorlo nx bsnobianoo anew aXosi nisiieo rf^oprfils
J-sriv/9(coa 9 'js ov/i ,9sxa sJ’sniixonqqB smsa. aili 'to Q'ts >{9iIT
tfliod ai 900 £xis Isiin9bi39n ^binsminq ons o.*/i ^iBxnXanbni
.3xioqo'iJ9X'. Ilsma s B^^iscf
'^lacrxniigb anianojob oj obsm nasci ann Jnoi'ia oVI
/
no y/tsi ni aiov oi bolxsl anaicv alJisiXs t^osui md
on 9vn93 oiboYv ii t^osiq jsnii arfj 0i ^©bnxa noxioala
ilooiiiib iacm s ai ii sajjsoau sas onarf aaoqxuq isan^
•3000 3cf Jon -oluoo YxdsdO'iq bns ns^X ssanpo-iio ns nx ^ssi
Yixnsmiioo x^'5 di anaiov alcfi^ila -OifT . - aso x-"^ x-^B^^-i3
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were considered as those twenty-one years of age and over.
This approximates the correct number although the number of
foreign born, some of vdiorn are naturalized citizens, is
included in the fignres shov'/n. The number of foreign bom
in all the' communities is approximately the same, hence the
comparison is little affected.
The populations, too, have undoubtedly shifted,
increased and decreased, especially during the years this
survey covers, but since registration of voters nas been
normal in each of these ccmmunities it would seem that
this fact does not undermine the study to too great an
extent.
The facr that this investigation covers the war
years may serve to invalidate the entii-e study but that
will not be known until further studies are made covering
other years.
Election and primary election statistics v;ill
consist of figures showing the number of votes cast. The
study will not consider the extent of campaigns, personali-
ties, offices being sought, party activities or other
pertinent information which necessarily influences the
nrmber of votes cast.
It is realized that the information to be used to
compare the communities educationally, economically, and
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study but it is hoped that it will afford a basis sound
enough to perhaps inuimate the affect of certain qualities
and conditions upon voting habits.
The aims and objectives of the schools toward civic
education in the community with the best voting record and
in that with the poorest will necessarily be determined
subjectively since it is not possible to do more than
review their curricula and intervievv their superintendents.
These aims and objectives will be viewed in the light of
the aims and objecxives of civic education as set forth
in Professor Mahoney’s book, For Us The Living .
^
25John J. Mahoney, For Us The Living
.
(Harper &
Brothers, 1945) 344 pp.
| St-.'-I
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Liwc:; Bisecf .s Cl-v. .J-Jt .farii Dsqod si si jUC
a3xtil.>*.fp ni-3j*ian 'io siu siiiLiijnx 3c>sxlT3q o«t aguone
gniJov ncqxj anolilbnco Lr^
oivxo D'xawoJ" aXoodje BiiJ- 'Xo ^avlTo^l^So bns 3c:xs i^fTT
jorts x»*ioo9'i girxJ'ov t39d arij I'lSlw "^.tinijaimoo arid ni ncidsoubo
sd vix^jsaaaoan ls.1^ daa'iooq srlJ- ridxw nx
n*‘nd 3‘iom cb od -ji-dxaaoq ion ax ix oonia YlaviiosQcftJa
U \ .ainsbnojxix'ioqua diar-i wdivTioixii bixe xiiuoxi'iuo Tix^ni ivoivs'x
I',.
io iilgxi eili cx bovaxv ad lixw 3ovXjO90Q<^ aais saorIT
!
riiTc'i J93 xioxxwOJJXia oivxo ‘lo,^3vuoay'jc bxxi amxjs sxli
CHAPTER III
FUNDINGS ON VOTE SLACKn\"G IN FIVE COmJNITIES
Election and registration statistics for the town
BE as shown in Taore II « The town of BE has a population
of 49,789 with 37,470 twenty-one years of age or older and
a foreign born population of 22%.
Federal elecxions . In a federal presidential
election in 1940, 30,180 people registered while 28,047 or
92% of the registex ea voters cast ballots in a contest in
v^hich the presidenu was seeking re-election for a third
term. The year 1944 brought 31,553 to register, and
29,761 or 94% of those registered to vote. While this
appears high, it is pointed out that this figure, shown
in the light of eligible voters amounts to a considerably
lower 71%. Hov/ever, the average percent of registered
voters voting is 93% for the two years.
State elections . The state election noted in 1942
was also an election for members of Congress so it is not
solely a record of votes cast for state officials. At
that, fewer people registered and voted with 27,651
registered and 20,176, or 73% of those registered voting.
The votes cast amounted to 54% of those eligible to vote.
Ill ,-:21’<!AK0
3diTitiu:«iLioo. vii ii)',a20AJ2 ^Tov no eo'^iiani'^
f7/io3- ic-'i asjJ’gl'tBy's noi b.ie noIjo el?.
noijijluqoq 3 sen JH; lo rr,vOj sxlT oidsT jl nv/Oila ec J3
£>ns 'leJbXo tlc 'to 3X^3“^ eno-^jnev/j OS":^»To iltiw eSVt€‘^ lo
'10 itoxjsxnqoc inccf n^xe'io'i b
\
Isxjnetxas'xq IsnoBs'i b nX ^anoxjoals
'10 S‘K/t6S sIxfiAT £>3 i9jax'^y'x siqceq 08X^01; nx noxjosle
ni jadjnco b nx ajollsb J^^BO ansjov oaxajax^eT oilt I0 ^€9
bixiij B 'loX ncxjjsXd-en ^x^jiaea 3b^ jnooxaenq orfj ifoxrfw
bxi£ oj 066^X3 jrfsxroT:cf i^d^9X TBe\. oxlT .nrijj
axrij oXxrfv; .9jov oj bsnajax^^sn oaoiXt It* ^>9 10 XdV^es
invona tsnxqixl airlj XBrij juo .bejnxoq ax jx iflB-iri a'lneqqB
vXdBiebxanoo s ct ajnxfoniB anejcv eXdxBxXe lo jx%xX erfj nx
benejax^dn "io jnecneq e^GiovB srfj e^ievewoH .^XV 'levcX
r
.aTBS'c ov;j erij 10I ax B^.xjcv aneXov
21*91 nx bejon noxjoeXe eXixJa erCT . anoxjoeXe ejoj£
Xcn ax Xx 03 aae'xqnoO 'Xo a'ledmem noX ricxXoel^^ ns oaXc as^v*
XA .aXsxox'iXo eXBXa ‘loX Xano aeXov 'lo bnooe'i b ^^leXoa
XgOjVS riXxv/ bsXcv briB be^ieXaigen oXqoeq newel ^XeriX
.BHxXov bsneXGxge'i eaonx lo no (371^ 02 bns beneXaxBen.
.eXov oX eXdxBxXe eacrfX lo 6X beXnuoins Xa»o aeXov erlT
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TABLE II
ELECTION, PRIMARY ELECTION AJ)ID REGISTRATION STATISTICS
FOR BL
Year
% Elig. % Reg. % Elig.
Reg. Voters Votes Voters Voters
Voters Reg. Cast Voting Voting
1945
Town 31,293 84% 7,412 24% 19%
1944
Tov/n 26,084 68% 5,135 20%
Federal 31,553 84% 29,761 94% 71%
1943
Town 27,821 75% 5,224 19% 14%
1942
Town 27,923 76% 11,592 42%




Town 25,181 67% 13,450 53% 36%
Federal 30,180 83% 28,047 92% 70%
Average for all years 51%
STATE PRBiARY
1944 31,553 4,748 15% 13%
1942 27,651 6,730 24%
1940 30,180 10,210 34% 20%
Average % registered voters voting primary 24%
Population, 49,789; foreign born population, 22%
Population over 21 years, 37,470 - (Approx. 75% register)
Percent of population voting, 60% (highest) to 11% (lov/est)
Percent of population registered, 63% (highest) to
50% (lov/est). Average, 56%
Average percent registered voters voting, 51%
Average percent of registered voters voting in municipal
elections, 32%; state, 73%; federal, 93^
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Other state elections in 1940 and 1944 would not contribute
to this study since the number of votes cast in the federal
and state elections are the same.
Municipal elections . Of the five municipal elections
shovm the number of ballots cast range from 5,224, or 19%
to 13,450 or 53% with percentages of twenty, twenty-four
and forty-two in betw^een. The lowest came in a year when
there were no other elections, with the highest occurring
in a presidential year. It must be remembered that the
offices for which contests are waged in the various years
influence greatly the number of persons voting and probably
accounts heavily for the wide range of percentages. The
lov/est municipal vote represented 14% of the eligibles
while the highest soared to 36% of the eligibles.
State primaries . Although they have no primary
elections to choose candidates for offices in the town of
BL, their record in state primaries is far from impressive.
In 1940, 10,210, or 20% of the eligibles voted while in
1944 less than half that figure, 4,748, or 15% of the
registered voters went to the polls.
The percent of population voting in all elections
ranged from 60% to 11%, their average percent of population
registered was 56%, with 63% registered in 1944 and 1945,
and only 50% in 1940. The average percent of registered
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voters voting was 51%, their average vote cast in municipal
elections was 32%, in state elections 73%, and in federal
elections, 93%.
Election and registration statistics for city BE
as shovm in Table III . BE has a population of 65,244 with
43,833 twenty-one years of age or over of which eighty
percent are regularly registered. The foreign born popula-
tion is 18%.
Federal elections . In the 1940 presidential election
of the 35,420 registered 31,946, or 90%, voted. Fewer
people voted in 1944, with 30,489, or 87%, of the 35,020
registered voting. Thus 73% of the eligible voters went
to the polls in 1940 while 69% went in 1944. The all-high
figure shown for 1940 actually was only 49%, or less than
half of the population of the city.
State elections . Once again a lower figure is found
for the 1942 state election. Of the 33,851 registered,
only 20,960, or 62%, voted. This is an election when not
only state officials but representatives and senators were
being chosen for the national Congress as well. The
figure represented 47% of the eligible voters of the city.
Municipal elections . For municipal elections the
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TABLE III
ELECTION, PRIMARY AI^D REGISTRATION STATISTICS FOR BR
% Elig. % Reg. % Elig. Votes % Voters
Year Reg. Voters Votes Voters Voters Cast Voting









35,020 80% 30,489 87% 69%




33,851 77% 20,960 62% 47%
City
1940
33,851 77% 28,139 83% 64% 18,302 5^ 42%
Fed.
1939
35,420 81% 31,946 90% 73%
City 33,907 75% 27,744 76% 63% 21,311 63% 50^
Average for all years 74% 52%
STATE PRIilARY
1944 35,020 b,196 18% 14%
1942 33,851 6,061 18% 14%
1940 35,420 9,760 28% 22%
Average % reg,. voters voting 21%
Population, 65,244
Foreign born population, 18%
Population over 21 yrs.
,
43,833 - Approx. 80% of those reg.
Percent of population voting, 49% (highest) to 32% (lowest)
Percent of population registered, 54% (highest) to 52% (lowest)
Average percent regisxtred voters voting, 74%
Average percent of registered voters voting in municipal
elections, 70%
Average percent registered voters voting in municipal
primaries, 52%
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highest figure is 28,139, or 83% of the registered voters
voting in 1941. The lowest is recorded for 1945 with
33,969 registered and 54%, or 18,360 voting. In 1943, 66%
voted; in 1939, 75% cast ballots. The percentage of eligible
voters voting in municipal elections ranged from 64% to 42%.
Municipal primary elections . Only one primary
brought out more votes than the lowest number of votes in
an election. That was in 1939 when 21,311, or 63% of the
registered voters voted. Though this is apparently a high
percentage for a municipal primary it should be borne in
mind that this figure actually represents but 50% of the
eligible voters of the city.
State primary elections . As low as were the
figures in this city for municipal primaries they cannot
compare with the figures resulting from their participation
in state primaries where the average percent of registered
voters voting for three years was 21%. To choose candidates
for representatives, senators and state officials 9760
citizens voted in 1940 making it a three-year high. The
lowest figure, in 1942, was 6061, or 14% of the eligible
voters.
In an over-all picture we find that the percentage
of population voting ranges from 49% to 32% while 53% of
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we get an average of 74%, four percent better tban the
average for municipal elections. In presidential elections
they averaged 88% of the registered voters voting, whereas
for state elections the average dropped to 62%.
Election and registration statistics for the city M
as shown in Table IV . This city has a population of
67,071 with 41,943 twenty-one years of age or over, of
v;hich approximately 80% regularly register to vote. The
foreign born population is 19% of the whole.
Federal elections . In the federal presidential
election of 1940, 33,850 registered and 30,917, or 91% of
them voted while 30,178 or 90% of approximately the same
number registered voted in 1944. These figures represented
respectively 74% and 72% of those eligible to vote making
a variance of almost twenty percent between those who could
have gone to the polls and those who did.
State elections . Once again it is noted that the
turnout for the state election in 1942 vvas considerably
less than elections in which a president is to be chosen.
Fewer people registered which is shown by the figure
31,967, and of these only 22,564, or 70%, voted. These
70% actually equaled but 50% of the eligible voters and
about 30% of the population. Since this one election was
the only one of the five most nearly divorced from federal
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City 33,765 80% 23,512 70% 56% 7,276 23?^ 17%
1944
Fed. 33,983 81% 30,178 90% 72%
1943
City 30,526 73% 16,628 54% 40% 8,181 27% 20%
1942
State 31,967 76% 22,564 70% 50%
1941 No election
1940
Fed. 33,850 81% 30,917 91% 74%
Average for all years 75% 25%
STATE PRIivIARY
1944 33,983 6,196 19% 15%
1942 31,967 6,490 20% 15%
1940 33,850 11,099 33% 26%
Average % reg,. voters voting 26%
Population, 67,071
Foreign Lorn population, 19%
Population over 21 yrs., 41,943 - Approx. SO^S of those reg.
Percent of population voting, 46% (highest) to 25% (lowest)
Percent of population registered, 55% (highest) to 45% (lowest)
Average percent registered voters voting all elections, 75%
Average percent registered voters voting in municipal
elections, 62%
Average percent registered voters voting in municipal
prLuaries, 24%
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elections it must stand as an example of voting in this
community in state elections.
Municipal elections. Although registration figuires
remained the same for the municipal elections with 30,526
registering in 1943 and 33,765 registering in 1945, the
number of people voting in their local elections decreased
tremendously as compared to state and federal elections.
In 1943, 16,628, or 54%, voted while 1945 sav; 23,512, or
70% turning out. Typical of municipal elections in lagging
behind the state and federal election contests the average
for the two is 62% of the registered voters. To emphasize
the low vote of 1943 it can be noted that the 54% amounted
to but 40% of the eligible voters. This to elect men to
run their local affairs which are so integrated with their
daily lives and livelihood.
Municipal primary elections . A review of each of
the various occasions when the people of this municipality
went to the polls seems to bring increasingly lower figures
as we proceed. In primary elections in 1943 and 1945 in
which candidates were being chosen for the above city
elections, 8,181 and 7,276 voted. These figures represent
27% and 23% of the registered voters and 20% and 17% of
the eligible voters or ten percent of the population.
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State primary elections . As poor as were the results
of the municipal primaries, the state primaries were worse.
In 1940, 11,099, a respectable figure, went to the polls,
but in 1942 and 1944 only 6,490 and 6,196 voted bringing
the percent of registered voters voting to 20% and 19%
respectively. In 1942 this was 15% of the eligible voters
v^hereas in 1940 the percent of eligible voters voting was
twenty- six.
In summary we note that the highest percent of the
population registered was fifty-five, in a presidential
election year, while 35% was the average percent of the
population voting over the six years. Seventy-five per-
cenu 01 the registered voters voted on an average in all
elections while only 62% voted on an average in the
municipal elections. In the primaries twenty-four percent
of the registered voters voted on an average. The highest
vote cast in any contest was 91% of the registered voters
in 1940 compared to the lowest number of 6,196, or 19%
of the registered voters in the state primary in 1944.
Election and registration statistics for the city
2 &S shown in Table V. The population of Q is 75,808
wdth 51,182 of these being twenty-one years of age or over.
Of this figure 78% registered to vote on an average. The
foreign born population is approximately 19% of the total
population.
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City 40,028 78% 24,752 62% 48% 14,626 36% 28%
1944
Fed. 41,031 80% 36,699 89% 71%
1943 No election
1942
City 38,791 76% 21,310 55% 42% 17,282 45% 34%
State 38,550 75% 25,614 65% 50%
1941 No election
1940
City 41,708 81% 0,419 15% 13%
Fed. 41,708 81% 37,906 92% 74%
Average for all years 60% 41%
STATE PRIMARY
1944 41,031 6,784 17% 13%
1942 38,550 8,742 23% 17%
1940 41,708 11,029 26% 22%
Average % reg. votei'S voting 22%
Population, 75,808
Foreign born population, 19%
Population over 21 years, 51,182 - Approx. 78% of those reg.
Percent of population voting, 48% (highest) to 8% (lovvest)
Percent of population registered, 55% (highest) to 50% (lov/est)
Average percent registti-ed voters voting all elections, 60%
Average percent of registered voters voting in municipal
elections, 44%
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Federal elections . In the presidential election of
1940 when the campaign was heated because the third term
tradition v/as at stake, the voters of Q registered 41,708
of whom 37,906, or 92% went to the polling booths. These
figures are a bit better than those of 1944 when almost
the same number, 41,u31 registered and 36,699, or 89% voted.
Approximately 80% of those eligible to vote voted.
State elections . Once again the only state election
for state officials was in 1942 when 75% of the population
or 38,550 registered and 25,614 or 65% of those registered
voted. As w^e shalj. see the vote for state officials is
considerably higher than that of municipal elections but
lower than federal elections.
Municipal elections . Three city elections are
shown for Q, in 1940, 1942, and 1945. Two of the elections
occurred in years in which there also were held federal
and state elections which afford a fine comparison. In
1940, although there were 41,708 registered, only 6,419,
or 15% voted as compared to 92% in the federal election of
the same year. In 1942, 55% of the 38,791 registered, or
21,310 voted. The highest municipal election figure noted
was in 1945 when of tne 40,028 registered, 24,752 or 62%
of them voted. It should be pointed out that the lov^est
vote, registered in 1940 shows that 11% of those over
1o rToxJO€>l9 iri:fn9r'lr33'iq nl . eno^^oala .C3^9b3''d
nri€K; fcixrfj art!' aamoed bsJ^Bari ai^vy maiijeqjniuO s:iJ asmv Ot '^X
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noxOBluacc adl lo 3r3V nailw Si'S! nx 3.aw bIbIoXIIo alola 'lol
- y
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twenty-one years oi age voted for their city officials.
Municipal primary elections . The two primaries
^ shown for Q were in ±942 and 1945, In the first, although
38,791 v/ere registered only 17,282 or 45% of those
registered voted. In 1945 even fewer people went to choose
candidates v/ith 36%, or 14,626 of the 40,028 registered
voting. This last xigure represents 29% of the population
of the municipality. The average for registered voters
voting in the two elections was forty-one percent.
State primai-y elections . The city of Q went to the
polls in three state primaries, in 1940, 1942, and 1944.
Of the three, the i-esults in 1940 were by far the best
with 11,029, or 26% oi the 41,708 registered voting. In
1942 the final tabulation shov/ed a decrease of almost a
third cf this figure v;ith only 8,742 or 23% of those
registered voting. The depths were reached in 1944 when
only 6,784, or 17% oi ihe registered voted completing an
average of 17% of i,nose eligible to vote voting in the
state primaries.
Finally, tne over-all picture shows that 48% was
the highest perceni of the population voting while 8%
was the lowest, about 52% of the population regularly
registered. The average for the percent of registered
voters voting in all elections was 60% whereas the
ss
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average for municipal elections was forty-four as compared
to tlie average oi 91% lor federal elections.
Election ana registration statistics for the city P
as shovm in Table VI . V/ith a population of 74,402, of which
13% are foreign bora, ohis municipality has 50,594 people
who are twenty-one years of age or over. Of these 60%
register regularly.
Federal elections . Of the two federal elections
that of 1940 brought out the electorate to a far greater
extent than did the one in 1944. In the first, of the 29,172
people registered, which incidentally represented only 58%
of the eligible voters, 27,447 or 94% of the voters voted.
V/hereas in 1944
,
27,944 voters registered— a representation
of 55% of those eligible—with 14,387 or 51% of them getting
to the polls. In other words 28% of the eligible voters
voted in a presidential election.
State elections . Two state elections are recorded
for this municipality, one in 1940, the other in 1942. The
first resulted in 18,761, or 64% of the registered voters
casting ballots while the 1942 election with 30,524 people
registered brought out 13,444 or 44% of them for an over-
all average of 54% for both state contests.
Municipal elections . By far the poorest results
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TABLE VI



















City 27,988 55% 5,264 19% 10%
Federal 14,387 51% 28%
1943
City 29,364 58% 4,680 16% 9%
1942
City 30,524 60% 3,717 12% 7%
State 13,444 44% 27%
1941
City 32,474 64% 6,236 19% 13%
1940
City 29,172 58% 7,414 25% 7%
Federal 27,447 94% 54%
State 18,761 64% 37%
Average for all years 35%
STATE PRIMARY
1944 27,988 9,533 34% 19%
1942 30,524 4,949 16% 10%
1940 29,172 •11,663 31% 23%
Average % registered voters voting primary 27%
Population, 74,402; foreign born population, 13%
Population over 21 yrs.
,
50,594 - (Approx. 60% register)
Percent of population voting, 37% (highest) to 5% (lowest)
Percent of population registered, 44% (highest) to
37% (lowest). Average, 41%
Average percent registered voters voting all elections, 35%
Average percent registered voters voting in municipal
elections, 21%. No municipal primaries in P.
*Referendum to amend city charter creating a council of 9
instead of 5, changing residence qualifications of candidates
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of this city were shown in their municipal elections. v;ith
between 27,988 and 32,887 being registered in the seven
elections noted the number of votes cast range from 3,717
to 11,332 or 12% of the registered voters to 34% with a
mean of 21% for all municipal elections in these years.
Perhaps the one deserving of the most note is the special
election of 1945 which v/as held for the purpose of placing
before the people a referendum to amend the city charter
creating a council of nine instead of five men, changing
residence qualifications of candidates for the council and
shortening the term of office of councilors. Although the
issue received a great deal of publicity only 7,012 of the
32,887 registered voters voted. This was 21% of those
registered and only 14% of those eligible to vote a change
in government.
State primary elections . While there are no
primaries for choosing candidates for city elections there
are primaries for state offices. In 1940, 11,663 or 31%
of the registered voters voted. In 1942 only 4,949 or 16%
of those registered voted. Thirty-four percent, or 9,533
went to vote in 1940 making the average percent of eligible
voters voting all state primaries seventeen percent.
Generally the city record was poor. The percent of
population registered ranged from 44% to 37%. In all
acM. . Xsqiyxna'i'n •iJryriJ' ni: nwofle S icv: ’^sio BxifJ Ic
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elections the average for registered voters voting was 35%
with 12% being the lov.^est and 94% the highest. In municipal
elections the average was 21% while in federal elections
72%. The average for state elections was 54%, again the
middle number of the three.
How do the statistics of these communities compare
with state-wide figures covering state elections and city
and town elections? In Table VII are shown figures on
elections in three different years, 1940, 1942, and 1944.
Taken from Massachusetts Public Document 43 for those years
the figures used indicate the number of registered voters,
the number of votes cast and the percent of registered
voters voting in state elections and in city and town
elections. For comparison the number of registered
voters, votes cast and percent of registered voters voting
in each of our five communities at those same elections
are given. Since our coinmunity P is not in Massachusetts
their election results are placed in the table simply to
see how it compares.
The comparison
. In the 1944 spate election 87% of
the registered voters voted throughout the entire state
SSElection Statistic s. 1940 . 1942 . 1944 . ( Public
Document 43)
.
(Compiled in the office of Frederic W. Cook,
Secretary of the Commonv/ealth of Massachusetts).
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STATEWIDE STATISTICS FOR THE YEARS 1040, 1342 AilD













1944 Totals of Surveyed Communities
BL BR M Q P
Mun. 26,084 35,020 33,983 41,031 27,988
Fed. 31,553
Mun. 5,135 30,489 30,178 36 , 699 5,264
Fed. 29,761 14,387
Voting Mun, 20% 87% 90% 89% 19%
Fed. 94% 51%
1942 State Totals








BL BR M Q P
Reg. Voters Mun. 27j923 33,851 31,967 38,791 30,524
St. 27,651 38,550
Votes Cast Mun. 11,592 20,960 22,564 21,310 3,717
St. 20,176 25,614 13,444
% Reg. Voters Voting Mun. 42% 62% 70% 55% 12%
St. 73% 65% 44%
Reg. Voters
Votes Cast





1940 lotals of Surveyed Coramunities




BL BR M Q P
Reg. Voters Mun. 25,181 35,420 33,850 41,708 29,172
Fed. 30,180
Votes Cast Mun, 13,450 31,946 30,917 6,419 7,414
Fed. 28,047 37,906 27,447
St. 18,761
% Reg. Voters Voting Mun. 53% 90% 91% 15% 25%
Fed. 93% 92% 94%
St. 64%
*State Elections include elections in which President and
Congressmen are chosen.
The state totals afford comparison of state percentages of votes
cast against numbers registered v;ith figures on these items in
the same elections in the communities being surveyed.
Note; Where high figures appear in elections indicated as
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while in city and town elections only 40% of the registered
voters turned out. By comparison BL saw 94% and 20% of their
registered voters participating in the federal elections and
town elections respectively. BR got out 87% of their
registered voters in a general election. M and Q followed
with 90% and 89% while P came up with 19% at a municipal
election and 51% in the federal contest. All except P were
equal to or above the average for the state as a whole with
BL and P dropping below the state average for city and town
elections
.
In 1942 we find the state figures and local figures
considerably lower, indicating the trend in elections in
which no president is being chosen. The state average in
state elections of 66% of the registered voters is higher
than any of the local percentages with the exception of
the state election figure for BL which is slightly higher
at 73%. The city and town state figure, low as it is, is
higher than a town election figure in BL while just
slightly lower than the 55% shown for Q in a municipal
contest. P dropped far below the average with only 12% of
the registered voters voting in a city election.
Nineteen hundred and forty seems to be the year in
which records for this study were set. With a state-wide
figure of 91% each local election followed suit with
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similarly high percentages of registered voters voting. How-
ever in the tov.n and city elections, although the state
average v;as high at 61% three communities, BL, Q, and P
dropped below it with Q dropping to a mere 15%,
Further evidence of vote slacking . Another evidence
of vote slacking which has not gone unnoticed is the voting
record of 164 towns and cities at presidential primaries.
Because of its high cost to the public the town clerk of
BL has made a survey of Massachusetts municipalities hoping
to point out the need for legislation to do away with
present laws by substituting the practice of allov/ing
parties to choose delegates to national conventions by means
of state, ward and city committees. The partial results
of his survey are shown in Table VIII. It showed that only
one in every 25 registered voters went to the polls in the
presidential primaries in 1944. Of the 30 municipalities
shown only one, Boston, had as many as ten percent of the
registered voters turn out to vote and the range of percents
was ten with 1.1% of the voters casting ballots in Saugus.
As a result the cost to the city or town for each vote cast
ranged from fifty-nine cents, a real bargain, to five
dollars and thirty cents, certainly an exorbitant price
to pay.
27n6ws item in the Boston Eveningc Globe
. Hov. 17, 194f .
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TABLE VIII
ANALYSIS OF COST OF PRESIDEOTIAL PREvIARIES OF APRIL 1944
COMPILED FROM INFORIvlATION FURNISHED BY CITY AI\'D TOWN CLERKS
Percentage of Cost
City or Town Number voting Registered per
voters voting VO te
* Arlington 707
— ' “ “
1. 5u
Braintree 301 3 %
Brookline 1083 4 % 1.35
Cambridge 1616 2 % .70
(Group voting) Did not vote in each precinct
Fall River 1.4% 1.60
Chelsea 1220 6 % 1.00
Boston 33915 10.13% .94
Everett 782 3.63% 1.58
Holyoke 650 2 % 5.30
Lav/rence 2889 6 % .96
Malden 1194 4 % 1.25
Marblehead 436 5.7% .88
Medford 1808 6 % 1.23
Melrose 1168 8.42% .59
(Group voting)
Milton 616 6 % 1.00
Needham 272 3.6% .76
Newburyport 614 7 % 1.10
Newton 1075 3 % 1.00
Norv\Tood 269 3 % 1.65
(One central polling place)
Pittsfield 547 2 % 1.91
Northampton 311 2.5% 2.96
Taunton 3 % 3.91
Quincy 1474 4 % 2.00
Saugus 115 1.1% 1.00
Springfield 1832 2.5% 3.00
Stoneham 260 2.5% .60
(Vote in one polling place)
Waltham 570 2 % 2.00
Weymouth 325 2.5% 2.68
Wellesley 650 6 % 1.40
Winthrop 584 8 % .76
*Interpretation; In Arlington 707 people voted. This was
3.2% of the registered voters. The total cost of the
election divided by 707 revealed the cost of each vote cast
as $1.50.
This table vvas prepared by Arthur J. Shinners, Tovm Clerk of
Brookline and contributed to this study, ivir. Shinners com-
piled these statistics on 64 cities and towns in Massachusetts.
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Are the school committees reore sentative bodies?
Perhaps the most revealing of all the figures gathered in
this survey are those shovm in Table IX. Here are compiled
the number of blanks cast in contests held to choose school
committeemen. Only four of the five communities are repre-
sented in the table because in P they do not tabulate the
number of blanks cast. However they consider it a good idea
(at least the city clerk does) and they intend to count them
in the future. Of those communities shovm in the table the
results are shovm for each year in which the elections of
the communities included contests for school committee.
For each community shown the figure indicating the number
of blanks cast is accompanied by a figure indicating the
number of votes cast in that particular election. For
instance, in BR in oheir municipal election in 1945, 18,360
ballots were counted on which there appeared 10,453 blanks.
This means of course unat in 10,453 instances the voters
failed to register an opinion on who should be chosen from
the candidates to represent them on their school committee.
It should be under suood that each ballot could have con-
tained one or more blanks so that each blank did not
necessarily mean an opinionless voter.
As the table shows Q had the fewest blanks cast in
any of the elections shown with only 6,517 blanks tallied
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BhMKZ CAST IN CONTESTS FOR SCHOOL CO^LlITTEES
Q BL BR M
Pop. 75,808 49 ,789 65 ,244 67,071
Votes Blanks Votes Blanks Votes Blanks Votes Blanks
Cast Cast Cast Cast Cast Cast Cast Cast
1945 18,360 10,453 23,512 28,432*
1944 5,135 4,322
1943 5,224 3,010 22,550 14,436 16,628 12,691
1942 21,310 6,517**11,592 6,501
1941 28,139 12,389
1940 6,419 2,582 13,450 10,156
^Number of blanks exceeded number voting for 9 school board
members. 23,512 votes v;ere cast in this election. 28,432
blanks were counted.
**Fev/est blanks in comparison to the number of votes cast in
any election.
Note: P is not included in this table because the blanks are
not counted in their elections.
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equalled about one -third of the votes. In BL with the
exception of the year 1942 the blanks appear in about 80%
of the total votes. BR with 12,389 blanks shown for 28,139
votes cast in 1941 drops to about 40% but it retains
consistently high numbers of blanks in these elections in
spite of the fact tnat a relatively large number of people
voted in these three elections shown.
In M the figure representing the number of blanks
cast in 1945 would seem to be an error and an impossible
figure but it is not. On the ballots of the 23,512 people
who voted there appeared 28,432 blanks for candidates for
school committee. So goes the voting in which we choose men
wiio have at their disposal anyw/here from one-quarter to
one-third of the money raised by taxation and other means
to support the cost of city governments.
Table IX incidentally displays quite vividly the
minorities who turn out to vote in municipal elections.
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CHAPTER IV
AI^ALYSIS OF DATA
In order to record evidences of vote slacking in
communities chosen at random certain data have been collected.
Primarily these data have consisted of election and registra-
tion figures. Hov;ever, in order to establish a basis of
comparison, statistics have been gathered which denote the
social, economic and educational characteristics of these
communities to a limited degree. Regardless of the in-
adequacy of the data they may serve to reveal material
which will suggest further study.
How do these communities compare socially and
economically? The information contained in the tables in
this chapter has already been listed in Chapter II and it
was pointed out that the purpose in gathering this infonna-
tion was to establish a reasonable degree of comparison
between the communities. The tables shown have been com-
piled from tables found in Experiments in Method^of Municipa]
Analysis by Morris E. Lambie, done under the auspices of
the Bureau of Research in Municipal Government at Harvard
University.^ The book is composed of charts, graphs and
rank order lists indicating the status by interdecile
28Morris B. Lcimbie
,
Experiments in Methods of Munici-
pal Analysis
.
Bureau of Research in Municipal Government,
Harvard Graduate School of Public Administration, Dec. 1941.
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class experience of the 351 tovms and cities in Massachu-
setts. Since it deals only with Massachusetts communities
one of the five used here, P, was not included. However,
w'herever practicable corresponding data have been placed in
the tables to show the relation of P, in various items, to
the other four comiaunities.
Concerning Table X it is noted that although all
(except P) are classed as suburban-residential this classi-
fication varies widely, BL and M are the true type whereas
BR and Q are in addition manufacturing and industrial
centers as well, tne number of wage earners being the
significant factor. This being true then it will be noted
that P falls easily within this category having 4,028 wage
earners. It will be well for the sake of clarity to define
the term wage earner here. According to the United States
Census of Manufactures ^ wage earners •'...in manufacturing
plants are generally speaking, those who perform manual,
work, using tools, operating machines, handling materials
and products and caring for plant and its equipment." The
term does not include clerks, stenographers, etc. nor those
not employed in actually producing or manufacturing a
commodity. Thus it is clear that BR and Q fall easily
within the manufacturing and industrial class B which
29sixteenth Censu s of the United States ; 1940 ; of
1939 Manufactures
.
United States Bureau of Census.
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TABLE X
ECONOMIC STATUS OF THESE FIVE I€JNICIPALITIES
COMPARED TO ALL OTHERS IN I^IASSACHUSETTS
FIGURES INDICATE INTERDECILE CLASS RATINGS






Tax Ass. Direct Type










$1585. 5 8 8 5 5 6 3
BR - 7,918
Wage Earners
$1168. 8 6 7 9 4 10 2
Suburban-Residential - I'^etropolitan Boston Area
BL - 458
Wage Earners
$3139. 2 10 10 1 2 3 10
M - 1036
Wage Earners





- Having 5,000-10,000 wage earners.
**Financial stability - decile indicates amount of debt.
***Out-of-state community whose interdecile class ratings
w'ere not available.
They are all X-U classification symbolizing residentials
which are of an urban character in metropolitan districts
with relatively hign density and which have high concentratior
of industry and conLuerce.
Welfare is based on the proportion spent for this purpose
in each city.
1 indicates lowest tenth, 10 indicates highest tenth of 351
cities and towns.
Note: This table compiled from tables found in Experiments
in iViethod of Municipal Analysis by Morris B. Lambie
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includes communiUi.feS naving 5,000 to 10,000 wage earners.
P falls just short ox chis classification v^hile BL and M
are distinctly out of the class being counted rather as
suburban-residential in the Metropolitan Boston area. Two
then are residential, two are somewhat industrial with the
fifth being a comoination of both, being a metropolis in
its own right on a s»uall scale. Of the other items on
which the coramuniuies are rated compared to others in
Massachusetts, tv/o in particular. Assessed Valuation per
Capita and Fiscal Type Class, afford a comparison of the
respective wealth in property and financial stability of the
communities. It wdll be noted that BL, the admitted
wealthiest town for its size in the country, has a per
capita assessed valuation of $3,139. with Q being next with
$1,585. or less than naif. M is next with $1,168. per
capita while P and BR trail with $1,189. and $1,168.
respectively. In i<‘iscal Type Class once again BL leads
with an interdecile class rating of 1 which indicates the
least debt and greatest financial stability. By way of
explanation for inxerdecile class ratings it should be
pointed out that tne rating 1 indicates that that community
is in the low^est uenuh of all 351 in Massachusetts while a
10 rating indicates ii. is in the highest tenth. Next to BL
comes Q with 5 foxxwwcd by M and BR with 8 and 9, an in-
dication of compax-auxve financial stability. P cannot be
9^^ OCCjCI OOCt xn^rmnoo aobulocil
M DHis Jti ilxiiv? iK,i::*-Box*ii33aIo ahfii xo JR^C, slisl ^
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nx axloqo'iJ'afli 6 ;^niad {dcrod *io aoidanxaiLof:) q ^TXsd xx*l
no saatx 'larfd o and 10 . aisoa jb xio iia-o adx
^ix s'lsrldo od b9isqu*oo badST 3*ib aadJinucatsco arid rioxri’AT
'xvo hl'xj^uLb\ bbzaoaaA j'xiiluoxj-'xaq nx ov/1 ^addyanrionaas-’i
odd lo r'OiX'i.Jcn'XC) c. boiclts ^aajBlO ac\;T Xsoax'? b£X& xjdiqaO
Olid xo ^dxXx'cisJ 3 XjsXoxtaxiXx oos ^t'laqo'xq nx ridXaovy evxdoaqca'i
bsddXint'B odd •Jcl darid boXoci scf XXiv/ dl .aaidiciijuanoo
*taq B anri ^vidncrco arid ni asxa adx 'icI ir.vod J'aaxndXbow
I
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compared on this item since it was not included in the sur-
vey.
Of the other items, Tax Rate, Assessed Valuation and
Direct Tax seem to follow the last two since they are in-
advertently closely related to them. It is notable only
that the tax rate for BL is among the lov/est while their
assessed valuation and direct tax are the highest. The
direct tax of course refers to tax paid to the state by
the town. The Welfare item refers to the proportionate
amount of the city budget spent for welfare purposes and in
this BR leeids the others. In other words BR spent the most
while BL spent the least. Q and M were in between them
while that spent by P is unknovm. Since these figures cover
a depression period it would be expected that the more
highly industrial area would feel a greater welfare burden
but although it is true in the case of BR, Q, which is
equally industrialized, had less expense than M a relatively
light industrial community.
The last item on which the communities were compared
is Education. Here again BL is far and away the best, M,
Q, and BR coming in that order, a poor second, third and
fourth. This much is shov/n in Table X but this particular
item was considered so important and pertinent to this
study that a further breakdown of the educational rating is
placed in Table XI. Here we have a good comparison of all
-'iL'Q rx fcoJbiil Oii-L Sea Y Jx- aoniid insJi >XffJ’ no, o^nsqirco
•Xdv
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five communities including P which has necessarily been
excluded in much of the foregoing.
In Table XI the educational status of each of the
tovk-nsis broken down in order to allow inspection of four
different items which go to make up the rating given in
Table XI. These items are Per Capita Cost of Education
(figures based on money used from local taxes)
,
the same
v;ith figures based on money used from all sources such as
local taxes, state funds, federal funds, etc.. Percent Cost
of Education compared to other department maintenance and
finally the Per Pupil Expenditure for education. To the
right of this list of four we find the medians and deciles
for all the municipalitie s in the state for each of the
items. In the left are the interdecile ratings for each •
of the communities with the actual figures for P in lieu
of interdecile ratings. Thus with this explanation the
ratings of all of the five communities are easily compared.
As an example comparisons for the item Per Pupil Expenditure
are made. P, with $84.41 is close to the median and there-
fore between D4 and D5; BL, with the highest rating is close
to the $359.91 figure quoted for DIO. Q is below the
median of $99.22 for the state while BR drops far below to
D2 or .just about $59.77. M is rated 5 which closely approxi-
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EDUCATION STATUS OF FIVE I^ICIPALITIES COi/IPARED TO
OTHERS IN STATE AS OF 1939







BL Q BR M Lowest
D1
Per Capita Cost of Ed.
(local taxes)**
9 7 5 8 $4.55
Per Capita Cost of Ed.
(all sources)***
7 4 2 5 $7.35
Percent Cost of Ed.
compared to other de-
partment maintenance13 17 13.4%
Per Pupil Expenditure







*Since the ratings weren’t given for P the actual expenditures
were obtained and the assumed ratings are placed beside each
item in parenthesis.
**Figures based on money used for education from local taxes
only.
***Figures based on money used for education from all sources,
state, federal, etc.
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Upon examination it is found that 3L leads the others
in all items except the cost of education compared to other
municipal costs and this is puzzling, although no e^q^lana-
tion is apparent other than the obvious fact that the
municipal e3q)enses for services are so great compared to
other communities and their school expenses so small (perhaps
because of numerous private schools) that the rating appears
small by comparison. The range between D1 and DIO is not
great. But if BL is the best educationally, BR is the
poorest, never going above the median for all the munici-
palities in the state.
One further indication of the higher educational
level of the people of BL is shown in the following table‘s
in which is presented the percent of the people 25 years of
age or over in each community attending college, high school,
8 years, and not attending:
M Q BR BL P
No school 1% 1% 3% 0.6% 2%
7 or 8 years 27% 29% 29% 21% 31%
High school graduate 26% 29% 19% 32% 28%
College 5% 6% 4% 9% 4%
Perhaps the two best indications that the people of
this community are best educated are the first and last
categories in v/hich 0.6% had no schooling and 9% graduated
SOcompiled from New England Community Statistical
Abstracts done for the Bureau of Business Research, Boston
University College of Business Administration, 1942. Ralph
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college. The next best is the fact that 32% finished high
school. BR, on the other hand, has the poorest record.
Let us examine Table XII. The items in it are based
on the aggregate registration and election figures of each
municipality over a five-year period. The encircled numbers
indicate the community with the best record for the five
years in that particular item whereas the underlined figures
are the poorest for each item. The sixth column contains
the averages for all five communities on each item.
In this table we have an over- all picture of the five
municipalities concerning registration and numbers voting.
The records of three of the communities are outstanding
with BL and BR leading the others, P trailing far behind.
BL had the best registration record both in the highest
percent of the population registered for one election and
in over-all average percent of the population registered.
They also excelled in the highest percent of the population
voting in any one election as well as in the average percent
of registered voters voting a presidential election and a
state election. They were highest in five out of eleven
items. BR which had the next best record, while taking one
honor in registration of voters, excelled in that never
less than 32% of the population failed to vote in any one
election and they came out ahead of the others in registered
voters voting in primary and municipal elections. M had
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TABLE XII
ELECTION AND PRUCARY ELECTION DATA COMPARISON
FOR FIVE COiVIMUNITIES
BL BR M Q P Average*
Highest % population
registered for one
election* (63®) 54% 55% 55% 44% 54%
Average % of popula-
tion registered (56%) 53% 48% 53% 41% 50%
Lowest % of popula-
tion registered for
one election 50% (52%) 45% 50% 37% 46%
Highest % of popula-
tion voting in one
election (60%) 49% 46% 48% 37% 48%
Lowest % of popula-
tion voting in one
election 11% (32%) 25% 8% 5% 16%
Average % registered
voters voting all










presidential election (93%) 88% 91% 91% 71% 85%
Average % registered
voters voting in
state election (73%) 62% 70% 65% 53% 65%
Average % registered
voters voting in city
election 32% (70%) 62% 44% 21% 46%
Average % registered
voters voting in
state nrimaries. ..... 24% 21% 26% 22% (27%) 24%
These items are based on the aggregate registration and
election figures of each municipality over a five-year period.
For instance: In the first item, under BL, 63% represents
the greatest number of people registering for any one election
In the second item, 56% under BL represents the average num-
ber of people registered for all elections.
Parenthesis around number indicates best score for the item.
Underlined number indicates poorest score for the item.
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the best average percent of registered voters voting in all
their elections v\^hile P was first in the percent of regis-
tered voters voting in state primaries. Q excelled in
nothing while P had the lowest average in all items but one.
Thus we find in summarizing that BL, the wealthiest
community, leads in economic status, fiscal policies of
government and expenditures for education as well as having
the most widely educated citizenry. BR is the poorest of
the five in each of the above. Against these findings we
find the registration and voting indicating that both BL
and BR lead in getting out the vote while Q, in the same
general category with BR as a city drops far below it in
getting people to the polls. P is undisputedly the
community with the worst voting record. It will be noted
from the tables on each community that the proportion of
the population which was foreign born ranged from 18% in
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In summarizing this study we observe that previous
studies of vote slacking indicate several noteworthy facts.
It was found that vote slacking manifest itself in the
United States at the beginning of the Twentieth Century.
The reasons for it were many but they seem to be chiefly
general indifference, disgust with politics and a feeling
of futility on the part of many of our citizens. These
facts too become evident; a person's likelihood of voting
regularly increases with his age, the more education a
person acquires the more he is inclined to vote, those
economically secure vote more often than those who are not,
public servants voxe more regularly than any other occupa-
tion, and housewives tend to vote least. These studies also
indicate that high school seniors lack both knowledge and
interest in things political and that interest in such things
can be created, not alone in high schools but among fourteen-
year-old pupils in the junior high, thus proving that
political interest can be cultivated in the classroom.
With these various facts in mind it was determined
to find to what extent vote slacking prevailed in communities
selected at random in this area and to set forth the im-
plications of the study. This was in contrast to the other
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studies Vviiich endeavored to find the reason for non-voting
in particular elections, to determine who voted and how
often, and whether or not education is implicated in the
general lethargy of the populace exercising its citizenship.
It w'as found that vote slacking prevailed generally
in the five communities. In the economic and educational
comparison BL was the leading community, with BR and P being
last and next to last respectively. With this in mind an
examination of the voting records of each becomes revealing.
In BL, the wealthiest community for its size in the
country, where the population is 49,789 we find a 56%
average registering regulenly, but with 75% of the popula-
tion over twenty-one years of age this is a poor showdng
indeed. Their best turnout of voters w'as in the presidential
election of 1944 when 94% of the registered voters voted.
Howe'ver, this was only 59% of the population. Their lowest
vote cast w^as in a town election in which only 19% of the
registered voters voted, but the even more significant
figure is the average for five town elections from 1940-1945.
It is 32% of the registered voters.
In looking over the statistics for BR we find they
have an average registration of 52% of a 65,244 population
of vvhom 70% are twenty-one years of age or older. In their
best turnout in 1940, 90% of the registered voters, or 49%
of the population, w'ent to the polls. Generally their
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over-all voting record is tetter than the others although
their average vote cast over seven years is only 74%. It is
notable that their municipal elections draw a good percent
of the voters compared to the other towns. In the primaries
j
too, they do better, although it's significant that their
average vote in these primaries is equal to only 31% of the
population.
»
M's average registration of 48% of the population of
67,071 doesn't compai'e favorably with its over twenty-one
years of age population of 66%. Here the highest vote cast
was in 1940, again in a presidential election. The figure
was 91% of the registered voters or 46% of the population.
Although M's registration is the lowest, the city has the
highest record for average votes cast with 75% of the
registered voters casting ballots in each election. How-
ever, theirs is the distinction of having the lowest average
for primaries, their average equalling only 11% of their
population.
Q with a population of 75,808 averages 53% of that
figure in registering voters although 68% are over twenty-
one years of age. Their highest vote cast was in 1944 in
the presidential election, although this was only 89% of
the registered voters, or 48% of the population. The lowest
vote cast w'as in a city election in 1940 in which 15% of
the registered voters cast ballots: an 8% fraction of the
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population. This to choose city officials v.ho would tax
them, educate their children, and supervise their lives in
the community. In -Lheir primaries to choose candidates for
city offices they averaged a turnout of 41% of the registered
voters.
In the city P where the population is 74,402 of-
ficially, although actually much larger during the war years,
v/e find a 60% average registering regularly although 67%
of the population are twenty-one years of age or older. The
only really decent turnout came in the federal election of
1940 when 94% of ihe registered voters voted. Compare this
to their 51% registered in 1944 or to their record low of
12% in a municipal election in 1942 which was indeed only
one of several elections in which they dropped below the
20% mark. The average of all elections for registered
voters voting stands low at 35% but even so it is con-
siderably higher ihan the average for municipal elections
which sinks to tne depth of 21%. One election stands out
as the best indication of vote slacking in this entire
study; it is the special election held in 1945. In this
election which was highly publicized in the newspapers of
the city and v/hose issues were disputed on the public
platform, only 21% of the registered voters voted although
the voters W'ere called upon by referendum to amend the city
charter creating a council of nine instead of five, changing
I
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residence qualifications of candidates for the council and
shortening the term of office of councilors. When a highly
controversial, issue such as this brought out only 21% of
the voters, how can v/e esqject them to turn out for and vote
intelligently at a humdrum election in v/hich only school
committeemen and a few others 'are being chosenl
So much for the voting records of the five communi-
ties.
It was found that, according to the evidence at hand,
BL led economically and educationally with P being last.
This finding coincides with the finding in a previous study
that the more educated a person is the more regular are his
voting habits lor bL led the rest in registration of voters,
presidential elections and state elections. But they
weren’t consisucutly better in all items, nor was the
previous finding uome out entirely for in certain elections
they did very poorly indeed. Conversely, BR v/hich v/as next
to last educationally and economically, led the other four
in primary elections and, strangely enough, city elections
as v/ell as in one or two other less important items. This
would seem to dispute the previous findings of education
and financial security being good influences on voting
habits. Perhaps uhe second best record in registered voters
voting is the strongest indication that the theory is not
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educationally and economically led all the others in the
numbers of people voting regularly. The reason for this
is not apparent. But to further bear out the above-mentioned
theory we have P, the poorest educationally and economically,
coming up with the poorest voting record in every respect
except the item referring to those voting in the state
primaries. V/e conclude then that this study tends to show
that those best educated and most secure vote more regularly.
\Vhy then does BR, an industrial community, show
certain evidences of good voting habits v/hile Q, a city in
the same general category, shows no evidence of these good
habits. The findings could be explained by evidence of
better political organization. This is mere speculation
prompted by the fact that the political parties in the
country are more highly organized on a national scale then
the communities of the country. This study would tend to
substantiate that opinion. Examining the records of each
community in various elections we find that in every case
the best records were shown in federal elections, the next
best records were ^ovm in state elections, and the poorest
records manifest in local elections. It is concluded then
that political parties, being geared to national elections,
aid to a great extent in getting out the vote, whereas
their influence is felt only to a certain extent in state
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publicity the parties create interest and thus dra\v people
to the polls. Cannot Vve conclude then that active interest
created in the schoolroom v^ould send the voters to the polls
v.hen called upon to choose municipal officials?
Much has been said against and in defense of the
immigrant population of the United States and it was thought
that possibly this study would indicate something in respect
to the influence of foreign born populations on voting
records of cities. A study with this as its objective
might be significant but in this study the number of foreign
born in each community showed nothing. The foreign born
population in these communities ranged from 18% to 22% of
the totalpopulation but in view of the diversified records
of each community the writer was unable to draw adequate
conclusions relative to the influence exerted by this group
on the results as tabulated.
It was found that of all the appropriations in a
city budget that of the Department of Education is the
highest single item. It usually amounts to one-third of
the total cost of maintenance of the city and will always
fall between one-quarter and one-.third of the budget. With
this in mind and realizing the amount of money the school
committee has at its co;nnand, to say nothing of its most
important role in deciding what shall be taught and who
shall teach it, it is obvious that this committee should be
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that it is not in these five communities is plain. The
study shows that oecause of the number of blanks cast in
these elections these bodies do not even approximate repre-
sentative groups of the people whose children are all
obliged by law to attend school until they are fourteen or
sixteen years of age.
It is concluded also that because of the findings
published in this study presidential primaries no longer
serve the puipose for which they were originally intended
and therefore should be replaced by machinery calculated to
better accomplish that purpose.
An attempt was made in this study to find a relation-
ship between voting records and specific aims and objectives
for developing better citizens in the schools. An effort
was made to determine whether the aims and objectives in
the school system of the city with the poorest voting record
differed from those aims and objectives in the school system
having the best voting record but the attempt foundered
through lack of cooperation on the part of one of the school
superintendents. It is suggested that a similar study might
be successful if the cooperation of the teachers in the high
schools, particularly the social science teachers, was
sought. It would be important to know if any political
interest created by them in the schools carried over and
manifest itself in the voting habits of those students.
Pi j aAasId 'Ic 'isafrx'xi enf lo cwifo x'oiiJa
-9'xqs'T 9/iinJ:xo'iqc;i n9V=) loa ot asllKO anoiJ'/jsIa ^EorfJ-
11& ^‘l£> ns'itiirio aaoni/ Iqceq ejH “io aq^'OTc;^ oviJ-jB-J-nao
^o xi93j-ixo*i 9’X£i xbaj^llSnu locrioa onaJ'J’s oJ- v/bI i>9^4:Xcfo
; .9^ 'io a*i39^ naaJ’x.ia
a'^lbnrx Biil lo aax^.oad XcriJ oala xsbxlonoo al jI
la^iol on 2 9i'Tsri;i:o:q Ixlj'xioxias'iq airfl ni bsrfailcfuq
bsbadXnx \,IIi;nx^l'ic 9X3'.v ^snJ* rioxn'^ xol 9aoc*iiic sv-t9s
Of bsl£>luoS.30 vi bDosIqs'i sd blucna a'lo'isriBdJ- bae
.93oq*ixq .'Isllqnxoos •xaJ'J'ed
-ncxjai^T £ bniX’ oj- sirlj nx 9bx;x 3a>w xqms;;:uB aA
vx^tos^cfo 5ns siniiQ cx'ixosqs bmj atioosx ‘^nldov nseivJed qxrfa
j'AOx^o n/‘. .aXoofiOB axiX nx anssxJ’xo AavT^sa ;^ri:qol9V9£> xoa
rd asvx^oe^do bns aiarB sr-X 'ienJ’orfw c-nxLrxaJ'db od ab^m asw
b-xcboA ‘^ixJ-cv XaaAooq eiLt rlliw \dio sxiX - o uaJaicb looxloa -jAx
XP9 J-SY.C: Xoono3 3fr.t ax r^evxJ‘09i,do bm aniix oaortx moAl baAsTllX)
bsAobruxol XqnisJ-XB arlj J’ucf bioooA anxxov b'ascf ^rfj- grxvii>xi
locxioo arid *io sno Ic jicq onJ no acijjti'ioqoco 'io xoxsl rlguoxdd
dil^lci \biJJa 'mllnita s Jj^pd badas}^ha si dl .adpebnsdpd'xsque
xffixri add nx ©riJ* Io nox.rfcA9qcoo add rx lu'lsaaooijs^. ad
3PW ^sAsrlOiieJ’ sonexoa Isiooa srJ' ''^I'lx-Xxroi XAsq ^alocrioa
XaoXi*xIcc >i wcrvl cd tcipd'tcqnu: ad bl'xrc.v’ dl . j‘ri3JJoa
5x10 A9VO b^i'XAbO alociloa -sxf*- r.l mad-T '/d oadb'. so daa'iajpl
. scJ’nabx'J'a aaorfvj' Jo aXXcfnri ^tiJov jrLd ni Jleadl daoJlnsin
• 4 ' n •“
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One further point is concluded in regard to vote
slacking, per se, as sho\Mi by this study. It will be re-
called that a comparison of the election statistics of the
state in the years 1944, 1942 and 1940 w'ith those of our
five communities bear out the contention that vote slacking'
is prevalent in this ar-ea. For although the figures for
our communities were frequently low, in general they paral-
leled the voting record of the state as a whole in those
years. It is doubly apparent then, according to this in-
vestigation that the registered voters do not turn out to
vote en masse when they are called upon to choose repre-
sentatives to govern them.
Finally, by way of a critique of this study and in
the hope of stimulating interest in studies dealing with
this particular social condition it is felt that there
should be set down herewith those questions left unanswered
by this study as well as suggestion for other studies which
come to mind as this is concluded.
First, is it fair in a survey such as this to con-
sider the eligible voters as those in the community who are
twenty-one years of age or over? Is vote slacking more
prevalent among native born or naturalized citizens? How
would a similar study done in the postwar period compare
with this which covers the war years?
Historians have pointed out that political slogans
‘^^'^T-.V'->*' K >. ji.it
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such as "Tippecanoe and Tyler too", "Walk softly and carry
a big stick" and "Had enough?" have been heavily responsible
for aiding political victories. What light can be shed on
vote slacking by a study of the intensity of campaigns, the
personalities of candidates and the scope of issues in
municipal elections? In a tovvn in which there are schools,
or a school, having a curriculum containing civic objectives
such as the junior high school mentioned in Chapter I, it
would be important to know what carry-over value such a
course of study would elicit. What w'ould be the voting
records of those pupils when they became twenty-one, or
eighteen? V/ould the brightest pupils vote most regularly?
Would the average pupils or dull pupils retain the most
interest in things political? In a survey of vote slacking
in a ward or precinct these questions could be answered:
Hov/ many of the registered voters were college graduates;
only high school graduates; only junior high school grad-
uated? Or, in reverse, how many of the high school grad-
uates or non-high school graduates registered or voted?
It is said that children tend to educate parents, hence,
where a program of civic education is functioning for the
pupils, might we not determine any effect it might have
on the voting habits of the parents? What is the voting
record in the towns and cities where the voters are
purposely educated in matters concerning candidates and
£*J rlOjLfS.^'iTso ba:' vl.7 loe !’ooJ 'idlVC bnii, ^cr&ao&q^ .1?"
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issues in elections by such non-partisan groups as the
League of Women Voters? Hov/ does intelligence relate to
vote slacking?
These are but a fev/ of the provocative and unansv>rered
questions dealing with the study of political lethargy in
America. Doubtless many others wnuld become evident to the
person who delves into the bibliography of this study but
those asked here will suffice to remind the reader tnat this
oroblem, which must be attacked with an objective point of
view, is only one of the many education must face.
To those who are interested in a similar’ study these
suggestions ai’e made. Do not attempt to get survey data
via correspondence. It is an unsatisfactory method for the
individual maicing the survey. Use a more objective method
of acquiring economic data, such as individual incomes. In
obtaining’ educational data use curricula of school systems,
subjects taught and subject matter presented. Talk with
principal®, heads of departments and teachers. Ask for
objectives and determine for yourself whether or not they
are definite enough to suit your purpose. Do not use the
findings of previous surveys.
In conclusion it is respectfully submitted that the
above suggestions are products of what is personally con-
sidered to be an all too meager study of an undemocratic con-
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founding fathers v/ere led to establish the Bill of Plights
as contained in the first ten amenaments of the Constitution.
This condition is, further, utterly contrary to the principleij
of Andrew Jackson who labored so diligently to institute
and develop the suffrage vvhich the common man, until the
Twentieth Century, so highly regarded. Until this condition
is corrected w'e cannot say in all truthfulness that the
government of the United States is a republic— a government
of the people- -but rather that it is a government approach-
ing an oligarchy
—
perpetuated by the brethren kno’^ through-
out the length and breadth of the land as the politicians.
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